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A formulation is given for describing ignition in nonpremixed systems. Steady laminar flow of two counter-
flowing streams toward a stagnation plane is considered. One stream comprises fuel and the other oxygen. The 
characteristic Reynolds numbers of the counterflowing streams are presumed to be large so that the thickness 
of the viscous layer formed in the vicinity of the stagnation plane is small. The chemical reaction between fuel 
and oxygen that takes place in the viscous layer is described by a one-step overall process. The activation energy 
of the reaction is presumed to be large in comparison to the thermal energy. The asymptotic theory developed 
here makes available explicit formulae for predicting ignition in the viscous layer. From these results a simple 
but reasonably accurate method is developed for deducing the activation energy, E , and frequency factor, B, 
of the rate of the one-step reaction between the fuel and oxygen. T o illustrate the application of this method, 
experiments are carried out in the counterflow configuration. The fuels tested are n-heptane, n-decane, JP-10, 
and toluene. Experimental data obtained are the velocities and temperatures of counterflowing streams at 
ignition. Values of E and B are obtained by using the experimental data in the formulae given by the asymptotic 
theory. These values of E and B are found to agree well with those obtained from numerical calculations. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Ignition of hydrocarbon fuels plays a critical 

role in the performance of practical combustion 

systems. O ne example is ignition of fuel sprays 

in diesel engines, another is ignition of end 

gases in spark ignition engines. Here, an activa

tion energy asymptotic theory is developed for 

describing ignition in nonpremixed systems. The 

results of the theory are used to interpret ex

periments on ignition conducted in the counter-

flow configuration. Analyses of this kind help to 

elucidate the influence of various parameters on 
ignition. 

In a previous study, Linan and Williams [1] 
presented a general formulation for describing 

ignition in unsteady mixing layers established 

between two streams, one comprising fuel and 

the other oxygen. This analysis was performed 
using one-step chemistry with nonunity values 

of Lewis numbers for the reactants. Steady flows 

and flows where the strain and pressure change 

with time were considered. For steady flows, 

where changes in density in the mixing layer are 
small, the reduced Damkohler number at igni

tion was given as a function of the Lewis 

number of the fuel. Here, the analysis of Linan 

and Williams [1] is extended to steady flows 

where the changes in density in the mixing layer 

are not small. 

Other theoretical studies of ignition in steady 

[2-4] and unsteady [5, 6] nonpremixed systems 

have previously been carried out using one-step 
chemistry and employing the approximation 

that the Lewis numbers of the reactants are 

equal to unity. The analysis of Linan [3] is 

noteworthy. It postulated four different struc
tures for the mixing layer established between 

the reactant streams. These different structures 

were called regimes. O ne of these regimes, 

called the ignition regime, was used in previous 

studies to analyze ignition in nonpremixed sys

tems [1, 3, 4]. This regime is used in the present 

analysis. 

In practical systems, such as those encoun

tered in nonpremixed combustion of diesel, the 
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temperature and density of the fuel stream will 

be different from those of the oxidizer stream. 

Also the Lewis numbers of the fuel will be 

different from unity. Previous analyses, cited Oxidizer Boundary 

above, either invoke the approximation that the 

Lewis numbers of reactants are equal to unity or 

neglect changes of density in the mixing layer. 

This is one of the reasons for developing the 

present analysis. Another reason is to establish 

a theoretical framework for interpreting exper

iments on ignition in nonuniform flows. The 
COUnterflow configuration has been used in nu- Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the counterflow 
merous experimental studies to elucidate the configuration. 

physical and chemical mechanisms of extinction 
[7-11] and ignition [12-14]. A previous asymp- streams are presumed to be large so that the 

totic analysis gave a method for interpreting thickness of the viscous layer around zs, where 

experimental data on extinction of nonpremixed mixing and reaction take place, is small [16]. 

flames [15]. This previous analysis has been Outside the viscous layer the flow is presumed 

used to deduce overall activation energies and to be nonreactive and inviscid, and the spatial 

frequency factors of one-step reactions of a gradients of temperature and mass fraction of 

number of fuels with oxygen using experimental species are presumed to be small. The boundary 

extinction data [7, 8]. The present theory gives a between the outer inviscid region of the oxidizer 

procedure for analyzing ignition experiments stream and the inner viscous boundary-layer is 

performed in the counterflow configuration. called the oxidizer-boundary, and the boundary 

The asymptotic analysis is developed in the between the outer inviscid region of the fuel 

section, "Asymptotic Analysis," and experi- stream and the inner viscous boundary-layer is 

ments on ignition are described in the subse- called the fuel-boundary. 
quent section. Overall activation energies and In the viscous layer changes in pressure,/?, in 

frequency factors deduced from the experimen- the radial direction from the stagnation point, 

tal data, using the formulae derived in the dp/dr, is given by [16] 

asymptotic analysis are given in "Overall Chem

ical-Kinetic Rate Parameters." 
dp/dr = rp2aj/4 = rp^j/4 (1) 

where p denotes the density and subscripts 2 

and 1 denote conditions at the oxidizer-bound-

A S Y M P T O T I C A N A L Y S I S ary and the fuel-boundary respectively. The 

quantities a2 and ax are the characteristic strain 

Formulation rates at these boundaries. If the flow outside the 

viscous layer is irrotational then the strain rates 

Steady, axisymmetric, laminar flow of two coun- are constant in the outer inviscid region. If the 

terflowing streams toward a stagnation plane is outer flow is rotational (plug flow) then the 

considered here. A schematic illustration of the strain rates in the inviscid region depend on z 

counterflow configuration is shown in Fig. 1. [16]. For rotational outer flow, the strain rates 

The cylindrical coordinate system is used with r in Eq. 1 are those evaluated at the stagnation 

denoting the radial coordinate and z the axial plane with equations describing the structure of 

coordinate. The stagnation plane is presumed to the outer flows [16]. The results of the analysis 

be located at z = zs. The oxidizer stream is developed here can be applied to rotational as 

presumed to flow toward the stagnation plane well as irrotational outer flow as long as the 

from the region where z > zs while the fuel appropriate strain rate is used in Eq. 1. 

stream flows toward the stagnation plane from The chemical reaction taking place in the 

the region where z < zs. The characteristic viscous layer is represented by the one-step, 

Reynolds numbers of the counterflowing irreversible process 



vF Fuel + v02 Oxygen ->• Products pR°T/W, where the average molecular weight 
W is presumed to be constant. 

where vF and v0a are the stoichiometric coeffl- Boundary conditions for Eqs. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 
cients. The reaction rate, w, is given by are applied at the edges of the mixing layer At 

w = P2[YFY0 /(WFW0 )]B exp [-E/(R°T)] the oxidizer-boundary in the region where z > 
(2) zs, vr = a2r/2, YF = 0, Yo2 = ô2,2, and T = 

T2. At the fuel-boundary in the region where 

where YF and Y0 represent the mass fractions z < zs> vr = a 1̂ 12, YF = YF1, YQ^ = 0, and T = 

of fuel and oxygen respectively, and W F and ^i-
I^o their molecular weights. The temperature The describing equations are nondimension-
is denoted by T and the universal gas constant alized bY introducing the following definitions: 

by R°. The activation energy E and the fre- Cz / \os 
quency factor B are the overall chemical-ki- v = | jMP2fl2Cp) rfz; v^=raldL] 
netic rate parameters. In the viscous layer all Jz P2 V ^2 / 2 a 17 
quantities except the radial component of the 
flow velocity depend only on z [16]. The dimen- _ _ Pi /fl2̂ 2 
sional equations describing the structure of the p \ p2cp 
viscous layer are: 

YF YQi T 2 - T 
Conservation of mass, ^f - y ; )>o2 - 77? ; 0 - _ ; (8) 

vFWF T2 cp(T2 - 7\) 

Radial component of the equation of motion, Here ̂  fe the independent variable,/ the stream 

dv dv rp a2 d I dv \ function, 0 the nondimensional temperature, yF 
pvr -r_7 + pvz — f = - 7 h t— I p. vr-1 • (4) and y02 are normalized mass fractions of fuel 

and oxygen respectively. The quantity qF is the 
Balance equation for mass fraction of fuel, YF, heat release per unit mass of fuel consumed. 

In the analysis the heat capacity cp, the 

pvz — = — (pDF — ) - vFWFw. (5) Product pp, Prandtl number Pr = pcp/A, and 
dz dz \ dz ) the Lewis numbers LF = A/(pCpDF) andL0z = 

Balance equation for mass fraction of oxygen, a/(pcpDo2) are presumed to be constants. Con-

0.5 
/; 

Y stant Pr leads to the result pA is constant. 
2' Constant LF and L0z leads to the result p2DF 

dY02 d I d Y 0 \ and p2Do2 are constants. 
Pvz —fa" = dz [ PDo2 -jfj - v 0 W 0 w . (6) Using ̂ q_ 8> Eq 4 can be written as 

emperature, T, r>Pr 
d-rf ' "J drf \d-r) 

(9) 

Using Eq. 8, Eqs. 5, 6, and 7 can be written as 

Energy equation for the temperature, T, ~p d f d f _ I df\ 

dT d dT\ 
pcvv*!z=Tz\x!z) + v*w^w- (7) 

Here vr and vz respectively denote the radial 
and axial components of the flow velocity. The J_ d^F , * ̂ Iz = J_ '°i , f y° 

+ f^± = ̂ ^ f + f viscosity is denoted by p., the diffusion coeffi- LF dr\ dr\ L0z dt\ dr\ 
cient of fuel by DF, the diffusion coefficient of 2 
oxygen by DQ2, the heat capacity by cp, and the = ^ + - — 
thermal conductivity by A. The pressure, den- q at] q at) 

shy, and temperature are presumed to be re- v Y pB ( F \ 
lated by the ideal gas equation of state/? = =—hrr2- y?yo2 exp -yjo^)- (10) 

F"2 



In the constant density analysis of Lilian and The set of Eqs. 9 and 14 do not change if the 
Williams [1], 7 = 0 a n d / = tj. Here 7 is value of the independent variable tj is increased 
presumed to be of the order of unity. Boundary or decreased by a constant. Therefore, the 
conditions for Eqs. 9, and 10 are choice B 2 = 0 is made. This choice fixes the 
por y, _^ 00 origin. Introducing this asymptotic value of / 

into Eqs. 14 and integrating, the results 
dfldi) = 1, y F = 0 , y Q 

= YQJ(vYFtl), 0=0. (11) ^" (2t7)0-5(Lf)°-5t] eXp 

For 7] —> — 00 Y{ 

2 

02,2 
df/d-q = (1 - y)0-5, yF=l, yQ2 ^ vYFA 

C2 

3'o2,f = - ^ , (15) 

= 0, 0=1. (12) /o^\0.5^ exP 
(277) 7] 

v2 

Equation 9 is coupled to the equation for 6 in 
Eq. 10. These equations, however, are uncou- are obtamed to the leadm§ order' C * andF2 are 
pled from the equations foryF a n d y 0 shown in c o ^ n t s of the ordei\of u n i ^ Ther asymptotic 
Eq. 10. The asymptotic analysis is performed for ^ of ̂ ,f>/o2,f, and 0f in Eq. 15 satisfy the 
T2 > T, and large values of the Zel'dovich boundary conditions given by Eq. 11. The values 
number, ft given by of C* and F* are recluired m the asymptotic 

analysis. C2 depends on Pr and 7, and F2 on Pr, 7, 
_ ̂ (^2 ~ ^1) ,^\ and LF. In the constant density analysis of Lilian 

R T2 and Williams [1], C2 = F2 = 1. The values of C2 
In the analysis of Lilian [3] ignition was pre- and F2 are obtained from numerical integration of 
sumed to take place in the "ignition-regime." In Eqs. 9 and Eq. 14. The numerical integration 
this regime the chemical reaction is frozen in requires an asymptotic value off for large tj. This 
the first approximation. Following this analysis, asymptotic value, deduced from Eqs. 9 and 15, is 
the nonreactive structure of the viscous layer is given by / = tj + (yl2/T)2)exp[-T)2/(2Pr)] + yd/ 
obtained in the following section. Perturbation [2(1 - Pr)i)% where A 2 is a constant of the order 
analysis is then carried out to obtain the critical of unity. Values of A 2 are obtained from numeri-
conditions of ignition. cal integration of Eqs. 9 and 14. 

The structures of the nonreactive flow-field 
Structure of the Nonreactive Viscous Layer are calculated for Pr = 0.7, for 7 between 0.5 

and 0.9 and L F between 0.7 and 3.5. Values of 
In the nonreactive viscous layer the profiles of A Q ^ p arg SQ chosen ̂  E n ^ 
velocity, mass fraction of fuel and oxygen and ^ ^ profiles Qff and arg obtained 
temperature can be obtained by integrating Eqs. 9 profiles of arg nQt calculated because th 
and 10 after neglecting the chemical source term arg nQt ̂  £ ̂  totic anal is Fi 2 
in Eq. 10. The mass fraction of fuel, mass fraction 
of oxygen, and temperature in the nonreactive 
viscous layer are represented by yF f, yQ f, and 0f 
respectively. These quantities are given by 

J_ d2yFS d y ^ = J ^ d2y0iS d y Q ^ 

L F dr\2 dr\ LQi dr\2 dr\ d 

= ~^+ T" = a (14) 
q dr\ q dr\ 

The asymptotic analysis requires values of _yF f, 
_yo2,f, and 0f close to the oxidizer-boundary, 
where r\ is large. The leading order value of/ in 
the limit of large T) is / =* (t) - B2), where B 2 Fig> 2. Profiles of yF,f and 0f in the nonreactive viscous layer 
is an arbitrary constant of the order of unity. for Pr = 0.7, y = 6.7, and LF = 2. 



TABLE 1 

Profiles in Nonreactive Viscous Layer for Pr = 0.7, y = 0.7, and Lr 

T) 

5.000 
4.000 
3.000 
2.500 
2.000 
1.500 
1.000 
0.500 
0.000 

-0.500 
-1.000 
-1.500 
-2.000 
-2.500 
-3.000 
-4.000 
-5.000 

/ 

5.000 
4.000 
3.000 
2.500 
2.001 
1.505 
1.018 
0.551 
0.117 

-0.275 
-0.624 
-0.940 
-1.234 
-1.516 
-1.793 
-2.342 
-2.890 

dfl 
diq 

1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
0.999 
0.996 
0.986 
0.958 
0.906 
0.828 
0.740 
0.662 
0.606 
0.573 
0.557 
0.551 
0.548 
0.548 

d2fldi)2 

0.000 
0.000 
0.001 
0.003 
0.011 
0.034 
0.078 
0.133 
0.173 
0.172 
0.136 
0.087 
0.046 
0.020 
0.008 
0.001 
0.000 

yF,f 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.002 
0.013 
0.061 
0.189 
0.407 
0.652 
0.840 
0.943 
0.984 
0.997 
0.999 
1.000 
1.000 

dy¥fldr\ 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

-0.001 
-0.008 
-0.046 
-0.162 
-0.355 
-0.494 
-0.455 
-0.289 
-0.132 
-0.044 
-0.011 
-0.002 
0.000 
0.000 

Of 

0.000 
0.000 
0.001 
0.005 
0.019 
0.055 
0.131 
0.257 
0.421 
0.596 
0.749 
0.861 
0.932 
0.970 
0.989 
0.999 
1.000 

d6{/dri 

0.000 
0.000 

-0.004 
-0.014 
-0.045 
-0.107 
-0.201 
-0.297 
-0.351 
-0.337 
-0.268 
-0.181 
-0.105 
-0.053 
-0.023 
-0.003 
0.000 

shows numerically calculated profiles of y F f and the increase in temperature above that in the 
0f for P r = 0.7, 7 = 0.7, and L F = 2. Figure 2 nonreactive viscous layer is of the order of /3_1. 
shows that y F f increases m o r e rapidly than 0f T o obtain the critical conditions of ignition the 
from 0 to 1, because the Lewis n u m b e r of the expansions 
fuel is greater than unity. Table 1 shows the _x 
numerically calculated values of/, df/dr), d2f/ ~ f ~~ " ^ 

dy2,yF,f> dyFJdiq, 0f, and dO^diq for P r = 0.7, y F = y F i - q ' 1 ^ 1 ^ + • • • (16) 
7 = 0.7, and LF = 2. Figure 3 shows C2 as a 
function of 7, and Fig. 4 shows F2 as a function y0l = yo2,t ~ Q 1P 1(Xo2 + * * * > 
of 7 for various values of L F . Values of F ? at . , , , 
n , T , , £ ̂  1 .,, . are introduced w h e r e cp, aF, and a n are pre
fixed L F , and values or C 7 decrease with mcreas- , , r t \ r • It • 1 

7̂ t £ r. + n 1 1 VL s u m e d to be or the order or unity. Using the 
ine 7. Values or F ? at fixed 7 decrease with , - . . r „ . • ^ o . ; . 
. . T definition or 0 given in Eq. 8 and the expansion 
increasing L F . . ^ ^ ̂  -, ,..-,. ^ 

in E q . 16 the temperature distribution T = 
Analysis of the Reactive Viscous Layer } \ 1 , 1. t . ^ ? r i; , 

obtained. Introducing this expansion tor T, and 
r™ 1 • • u £ 11 ^u r t •- - those given in E q . 16 into Eq. 10, the equations 
T h e analysis given here follows that or L m a n b n n ? n 
and Williams [1]. In the "ignition regime" [3], 

uM 0.8 

Fig. 4. Values of F2 as a function of y for Pr = 0.7 and 
Fig. 3. Values of C2 as a function of y for Pr = 0.7. various values of LF. 



1 d2aF 

Lp dt]2 

dap 

f dV " 

1 d2a02 

Lo2 dv,2 

VoJprfPpB 

Wpd2 

_ dao2_ d2g> dtp 

dt] drf2 di] 

exp f - ^sf) (}'F,fyo2,f)exP('P - /30f), (17) 

are obtained. For large |3, chemical reaction will eigenvalue to be determined by matching with 
be negligibly small except where |30f is of the the solution in the reaction layer [1]. Using Eq. 
order of unity. Ignition would take place close 20, Eq. 22 can be written as [1] 
to the oxidizer-boundary because the value of 0f 2 
is small near this boundary. Following the anal- ^ + A£iF~2 exp(<p - £) = 0, (24) 
ysis in Ref. 1, chemical reaction is presumed to "£ 

take place in a region around t/„ where pot = 1. where the modified Damkohler number A is 
Using Eq. 15, rjr is given by given ty 

(dp" eXP (-|)=1- (18) A^mT,r" (25) 

r Boundary conditions to Eq. 24 are <p —»• <pm for 

The value of T/r is expected to be large. To £ -»°°» and <P -» ° for £ -» °-
analyze the structure of the reaction layer, it is Equation 24 is identical to Eq. A22 in Linan 
convenient to introduce the independent vari- and Williams [1]. The value of A at ignition 
able i, given by the equation denoted by A: is plotted in Fig. 2 of Ref. 1 as a 

function of LF. ForLF = 2, A: = 0.5. The results 
£ = 17 - Tjr. (19) of the asymptotic analysis are used to analyze 

experimental data on ignition obtained in the 
Using Eqs. 15 and 18, a quantity f = /30f is COUnterflow configuration. 
defined by the following equation: 

E X P E R I M E N T S O N IGNITION 
e = /30f=exp(-£T,r), (20) 

where the approximation 172 — 172 + 2£T)r is 

employed. Using Eqs. 15, 18, 19, and 20, y¥S is Apparatus and Procedure 
given by [1] 

= F (C B)-Lf(ti l2ri)L*-1L-°-s£L* (2X) The asymptotic analysis developed in the previ-
/F,f 2V 2P/ \ fry ) F t \ J n]]S cpptrnn is iispH tn deduce nvprall rlipmrral-ous section is used to deduce overall chemical-
Introducing the asymptotic value/ = 17 for large kinetic rate parameters from experimental data 
17, and Eqs. 15, 19, 20, and 21 into Eq. 17 the on ignition of various fuels. The fuels tested are 
differential equation n-heptane (n-C7H16), n-decane (n-C10H22), 

JP-10 (C10H16), and toluene (C7H8). JP-10 is 
" *P + dip L included in the present study because it is 
Ji2^^TCU^ exP^-^ = u ^ considered for use in pulse-detonation engines 

u* • j mi tt *i- t̂  1-1,1 u [171. Figure 5 shows a schematic illustration of 
is obtained 1 . Here the Damkohler number, :, \ a , ^ , . , 
ri • • u the counterflow burner. The burner is made up 
m of two parts: the bottom part comprises the fuel 

F2vFY0 2QP2B It] J2tt-\Lf^1 duct and the exhaust system, while the top part 
D m = w:Fw 2' j 0.5 ^ 1 comprises the oxidizer duct and heating ele-

2 °2 2 F ments. A jet of prevaporized liquid fuel mixed 
/ £ \ with nitrogen is introduced from the bottom 

• exp I - 0 I. (23) part and a jet of heated air from the top part. 
2 The bottom part is made of aluminum. The 

Boundary conditions to Eq. 22 are tp ̂  tpm for inner diameter of the fuel duct is 23 m m . Near 
i —»• -00, and <p —»• 0 for I —»• °°, where <pm is an the exit of the fuel duct several fine wire screens 



dizer duct is heated by a silicon carbide heating 
element placed inside the oxidizer duct. Addi
tional heating is provided by Kanthal A l heat-

-oxidizer stream (Oa,N2) m g wires wound around the quartz duct. To 
—curtain Flow (no minimize heat losses, an Alumina ceramic blan

ket is wrapped around the top part of the 
si-c Heating Element |~tfjfj 11| | burner. The distance, L, between the exit of the 

oxidizer duct and the exit of the fuel duct, is 12 
m m . Further details of the burner are given 
elsewhere [18]. 

All gaseous flowrates are measured by com
puter-regulated mass flow controllers. The cal
ibrated accuracy of these mass flow controllers 
is ± 1 % . The temperature of the air at the exit of 

Water Spray Nozzle ~ H = | | | j | | J ^ ^ ^ Exhaust ^ ^umQr jg meaSUred USUlg a Pt'Pt 1 3 % Rll 
thermocouple with wire diameter of 0.07 m m 
and a junction diameter of 0.21 m m . The mea-

/ ^ ^ I I T \ \ sured temperatures are corrected for radiative 
curtain Flow (no / T \ ̂ ^ heat losses assuming spherical shape of the 

Fuel stream (PrevaporizedFuel, N2> junction, a constant Nusselt number of 2.0, and 

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the apparatus. a constant emissivity of 0.2 [19]. The accuracy of 
the corrected temperature is expected to be 
better than ±25 K. The velocities of the reac-

(200 mesh) are placed to make the velocity tants at the exits of the ducts are presumed to be 
profile uniform. From an annular region that equal to the ratio of their volumetric flowrates 
surrounds the fuel duct, a "curtain" flow of to the cr0ss-section areas of the ducts. In the 
nitrogen flows parallel to the fuel stream. The experiments the momenta of the counterflowing 
region that surrounds this "curtain" nitrogen reactant streams PiVf, i = 1, 2 at the duct exits 
flow is connected to an exhaust system. The hot are kept the same Here ŷ  and ^ are the 
gases from the mixing layer, between the ducts, veiocities at the exit of the fael duct and at the 
are cooled in this region by water sprays before exit of the oxidizer duct reSpectively. Keeping 
they enter the exhaust system. The apparatus the momenta equal ensures that the stagnation 
used for vaporizing liquid fuel, called vaporizer, plane formed by the two streams is approxi_ 
is described elsewhere [11]. The vaporizer is matdy in the middle of the region between the 
capable of delivering a steady flow of prevapor- twQ duct exits The stmin mte Qn the Qxidizer 
ized liquid fuel and nitrogen. The temperature side of the stagnation plane is caicuiated 
of the liquid fuel in the vaporizer is maintained from the equation [16] 
at a constant value. The flow lines from the 
vaporizer to the fuel duct are heated to prevent 2|K2| / \V1 
condensation of prevaporized fuel. The temper- a 2 = ^ \ + \y \ I ) * ( ' 
ature of the fuel stream at the exit of the fuel 
duct, Tl9 is measured using a thermocouple. At ignition the strain rate is denoted by a2I and 
The top part of the burner comprising the the temperature of the oxidizer stream by T2j. 
oxidizer duct is made of quartz. The inner 
diameter of the oxidizer duct is 23.5 m m . Near Experimental Results 
the exit of the oxidizer duct several nichrome 
wire screens (100 mesh) are placed to make the Experiments are carried out at a pressure of 
velocity profile uniform. From an annular re- 1.013 bar. In all experiments the mole fraction 
gion that surrounds the oxidizer duct a "cur- of prevaporized fuel, XF1, in the fuel stream is 
tain" flow of nitrogen flows parallel to the maintained at 0.15. The temperatures of the 
oxidizer stream. The air flowing inside the oxi- fuel stream at the exit of the duct, 7\, are 378 K, 
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Fig. 6. Experimental data showing the oxidizer tempera
ture, T2,I, as a function of the strain rate, a2,I, at ignition. 
The points represent measurements and the lines are results 
of numerical calculations obtained using one-step chemis
try. The temperatures of the fuel stream are 378 K, 408 K, 
408 K, and 378 K for n-heptane, n-decane, JP-10, and 
toluene respectively. 

408 K, 408 K, and 378 K for n -heptane, n-

decane, JP-10, and toluene respectively. In all 

experiments the oxidizer stream is air with a 

mass fraction of oxygen YO2,2 = 0.233. At a 

given strain rate and oxidizer stream tempera

ture T2 < T2I the flow field is established. At 

fixed strain rate, the oxidizer temperature is 

gradually increased until ignition takes place. 

The critical values T2I and a2I are recorded. 

Figure 6 shows experimental data on ignition of 

?z-heptane, rc-decane, JP-10, and toluene, giving 

T2I as a function of a2I. The points in Fig. 6 

represent measurements. The lines are results 

of numerical calculations performed using one-

step chemistry with overall chemical-kinetic 

rate parameters so chosen that they fit experi

mental data. The procedure employed to obtain 

the numerical results is described later. For a 

given fuel and strain rate, ignition will take 

place if the temperature of the oxidizer stream 

is greater than T2I. Figure 6 shows that for a 

given fuel, with increasing strain rate the value 

of T2I increases. At a given value of the strain 

rate, the temperature of the oxidizer stream at 

ignition, T2I, for toluene is the highest followed 

by JP-10, ft-decane, and n -heptane. This indi

cates that among the fuels tested here, toluene 

is the most difficult to ignite followed by JP-10, 

ft-decane, and n -heptane. Overall chemical-

kinetic rate parameters are deduced using the 

experimental data in Fig. 6. 

R. SEISER ET AL. 

OVERALL CHEMICAL-KINETIC RATE 
PARAMETERS 

The chemical reaction between the fuels n-
heptane, rc-decane, JP-10 and toluene, and ox
ygen is represented by the following one-step, 
irreversible process 

n-C7H16 + 11 O2 -> 7 CO2 + 8 H2O, 

n-C10H22 + 15.5 O2 -> 10 CO2 + 11 H2O, 

C10H16 + 14 O2 -> 10 CO2 + 8 H2O, 

C7H8 + 9O2^7 CO2 + 4 H2O. 

The reaction rates are presumed to be given by 

Eq. 2. For convenience, a quantity G is defined 

as 

" A^ C 2 FW O R0c p a 2,I L F 5T 2I(T 2I - T 1) 

( f 2 \LF-1 

^ ) . (27) 

The value of /3 in Eq. 27 is evaluated using Eq. 

13 with T2 replaced by T2I and T)r is evaluated 

using Eq. 18. The equation 

ln G = ln B - E/(R0T2,I), (28) 

obtained from Eqs. 23, 25, and 27 applies at 

ignition. T h e overall chemical-kinetic parame

ters can be obtained from an “Arrhenius” plot 

of ln G as a linear function of 1/T2I. T o obtain 

the “Arrhenius” plot, the quantity G is evalu

ated using the values for a2I and T2I shown in 

Fig. 6. T h e slope of this line, obtained by linear 

least-square fit, gives the activation energy and 

the frequency factor can be obtained from the 

equation of this line. 

For n -heptane and toluene it is assumed that 

L F = 2 [18]. For this value of LF, the reduced 

Damkohler number at ignition is AI = 0.5 [1]. 

For ?z-decane and JP-10 it is assumed that L F = 

2.5 [18]. For this value of LF, the reduced 

Damkohler number at ignition is AI = 0.37 [1]. 

The values of C 2 and F 2 are obtained from Figs. 

3 and 4 respectively. T h e universal gas constant 

R 0 = 8.314 J/(mol-K), the average molecular 

weight W = 0.02884 kg/mol, and the heat 

capacity cp = 1150 J/(kg • K ) . T h e heat release 

per unit mass of fuel consumed, qF, for n-
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Fig. 7. “Arrhenius” plot of ln G defined in Eq. 27 as a 
function of the reciprocal of the oxidizer stream tempera-

plane is calculated using Eq. 26. Calculations 
are performed with the chemical reaction be
tween the fuel and oxygen represented by a 
one-step, irreversible process with the reaction 
rate given by Eq. 2. T h e values of B and E are 
so chosen that a2,I and T2,I calculated using 
these values agree with the experimental data 
shown in Fig. 6. The numerically calculated 
values of B and E are given in Table 2. The lines 
in Fig. 6 represent results of numerical calcula
tions performed using these rates. 

The asymptotic analysis and numerical results 
ture at ignition, T^. show that the value of E for n -heptane is the 

highest followed by toluene, rc-decane, and JP-
10. For all fuels, the values of E obtained from 
the asymptotic analysis are smaller than the 
numerical results. This is attributed to inaccu-

heptane, rc-decane, JP-10, and toluene is 4.49 X 
107 J/kg, 4.46 X 107 J/kg, 4.27 X 107 J/kg, and 
4.09 X 107 J/kg respectively. Figure 7 shows an 
“Arrhenius” plot of ln G as a function of T~2 1 . racies arisingfrom the various assumptions in-
Values of E and B deduced from this plot are troduced in the asymptotic analysis In general 
h T bl 2 the rate constants evaluated using the values of 
s T wn te in t the accuracy of the asymptotic model, B and E given by the asymptotic analysis are 

overall chemical–kinetic rate parameters are 
deduced from numerical calculations of the 
reactive flow-field performed using a computer 
program developed at R W T H Aachen [20]. The 

roughly three times greater than those calcu
lated using the values of the overall rate param
eters obtained from numerical calculations. If 
the changes in density in the mixing layer are 

conservation equations of mass, m o m e n t u m , neglected, then C2 = F2 = 1.0. The overall 
and energy and the species balance equations parameters for ̂ -heptane for constant density 

used in the formulation of the numerical prob- are E = 202 kJ/mol and B = 4.06 x 1017 
lem are summarized elsewhere [20, 21]. Calcu- cm3/(mol • s). For rc-heptane if L F is increased 
lations are performed using this computer pro- from 2 to 3, the value of E decreases by 2 % and 
gram over a computational domain of 12 m m . the value of B increases by 1 5 % . The changes in 
At the boundaries of the computational do- E and B are very small if Pr is increased from 
main, the mass fractions of the reactants (YF 1 0.7 to 0.9. 
and YO22), the temperature of the reactants ( , 1 Experimental data for ignition of hydrogen 
and r2), and the normal components of the [12], methane [13], ethane, propane, and butane 
flow velocity (V1 and V2) are specified. The [14] under nonpremixed conditions have been 
values of the tangential component of the flow reported. The temperatures of the oxidizer 
velocity at the boundaries are set equal to zero. streams at ignition were measured for various 
The characteristic strain rate at the stagnation values of the strain rate, mass fraction of fuel in 

TABLE 2 

Frequency Factor B and Activation Energy E for One-step, Irreversible Reaction 
Obtained from Interpretation of Experimental Data Using Asymptotic Analysis and 

from Numerical Calculations 

Rate Parameters n -Heptane n-Decane JP-10 Toluene 

Asympotic 
analysis 

Numerical 
calculations 

B [cm3/(mol • s)] 
E [kJ/mol] 
B [cm3/(mol • s)] 
E [kJ/mol] 

3.0 X 1017 
200.7 
5.9 X 1017 

218.0 

1.5 X 1017 
195.0 
1.8 X 1017 

208.5 

6.3 X 1016 
186.9 
8.6 X 1016 

202.5 

1.5 X 1017 
199.2 
2.4 X 1017 

217.0 
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the fuel stream, and pressure [12-14]. Direct 

comparisons of the temperatures of the oxidizer 

streams at ignition for these different fuels with 

those in Fig. 6 are not possible because the 

conditions are not the same. At fixed strain rate 

the temperature of the oxidizer stream at igni

tion decreases with increasing concentrations of 
fuel in the fuel stream and with increasing 

pressure [12-14]. The temperatures of the oxi

dizer streams at ignition for methane are the 

highest and those for hydrogen are the lowest. 

In previous studies overall chemical-kinetic 

rate parameters have been deduced from ex

tinction data of nonpremixed n -heptane flames 

obtained in the counterflow configuration [7, 8, 

10, 11]. The overall rate parameters for n-

heptane reported in Ref. 11 are E = 110 kJ/mol 

and B = 2.8 X 1013 cm3/(mol • s). They are 

different from those given in Table 2. This 

illustrates that the overall chemistry taking 

place in the flame at conditions close to extinc

tion are different from those close to ignition. 

The m a x i m u m temperatures in the reactive 

flow-field at conditions close to extinction are 

between 1400 K and 1700 K and those close to 

ignition are between 1125 K and 1250 K. At the 

higher temperatures the concentrations of rad

icals are higher. Hence close to extinction, 

reactions in which radicals participate become 

more important. The activation energies of 

these reactions are generally small. For ignition 

to take place radicals must be produced. The 

activation energies of these reactions are gener
ally high. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The asymptotic analysis clearly illustrates the 

influence of various parameters on ignition as 

shown in Eqs. 23 and 25. The overall chemical– 

kinetic parameters deduced here can be em

ployed in numerical calculations where simpli

fied description of the chemistry is desired. The 

experimental data shown here can be used to 

test predictions of detailed chemical–kinetic 

mechanisms. Experimental data on ignition of 

gaseous fuels such as hydrogen [12] and meth

ane [13] in counterflow configuration have been 

used previously to test predictions of detailed 

[22], skeletal, and reduced chemistry [23]. T he 

asymptotic analysis developed here is expected 

to be useful in future rate-ratio asymptotic 

analysis of ignition using reduced chemistry. 
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